"Our Lillian, she don't get on very well at school, so I bring her down here and maybe you can learn her something." Lillian, a large, sallow youngster of ten years, the cause of all the trouble, sat in the corner and smirked and giggled as she heard her name mentioned.
'' But she ain't dumb,'' continued Mrs. Moffo, in her broken English, "she just gets nervous." 'Nervous' seems to be Lillian's alibi. When all else failed, she got a "nervous spell," and so got her own way. There was, however, something wrong with the child physically for she was far from healthy looking. This improved greatly. One of her chief difficulties in any work is carelessness, and this in her case is particularly hard to overcome because of her self-assurance. She is never willing to admit she is wrong, even if the evidence is before her. This may, however, be overcome by discipline, but it will have to be better discipline than she gets at home.
The first two months that Lillian was in a regular class, she failed to pass, getting only a "six" on her report. The last two months, she got a ''seven" and passed everything but arithmetic. At the time of writing it looks as if she will be promoted into the third B class next month.
It is, however, a question just how long she will maintain this improvement. While she is better physically than she was, she is still far from well, and her mother refuses to continue the treatment at the hospital. She claims now that it has done Lillian no good. She still has quite a few teeth that need attention, but
Mrs. Moffo will not take her to the dental clinic because she says it makes the child nervous. She says, however, that she is going to take Lillian to " their own dentist, a painless one on Market Street."
From observation of Mrs. Moffo in her home, one can see that she has no control over any of her children, and the worst offender of the four is Lillian. Her mother will not force her to do anything because Lillian gets nervous and cries. She also claims that the child does not get along any better in school because of her nerves. Lillian has had the idea of "nerves" drilled into her so long that now she really thinks she is a nervous wreck. It is almost impossible to make Mrs. Moffo understand how necessary it is to discipline the child, and to make her forget her nerves.
It is probable that Lillian will not continue to improve in her present environment. Her mother believes that she is doing the best she can for her and it is impossible to convince her otherwise. It is evident that Lillian's mental condition is closely connected with her physical condition. When she was in such poor health, she was more than two years retarded mentally and if a diagnosis had been made, she would have been classed as feebleminded. At the present time, her mental level has so improved that she is doing passing third grade work. This is normal although below average for a ten year old child. Lillian's mental development will never keep pace with her chronological age, but with a good physical condition, she will remain within the normal group.
